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Did you know that bourbon must be made in America and aged for at least two years in new
American oak barrels that are charred on the inside? In this spirited little cookbook, Kathleen
Purvis explores the history, mythology, and culinary star power of this quintessential southern
liquor. On the scene in Kentucky, home to most bourbon makers, she reports on the science and
love behind the liquor's long, careful production. Featuring both classic and cutting-edge
cocktails, the cookbook ranges well beyond beverages to present bourbon as a distinct
ingredient in appetizers, entrees, side dishes, and desserts.From Classic Mint Julep to Bourbon-
Ginger Grilled Pork Tenderloin to Pecan Bourbon Balls to Bourbon-Chicken Liver Pate, the 54
recipes in Bourbon are punctuated by Purvis's wicked sense of humor. Did you know that even
the taxman takes a cut from the "angel's share" that evaporates from bourbon barrels?

[A] splendid series.--Los Angeles TimesSpirited writing . . . of the South's favorite whiskey.--
jeanandersoncooks.comThere's nothing wrong with drinking your bourbon with some mint and
simple syrup or sipping it straight up, but bourbon adds flavor to cakes and pies, livens up salad
dressings, enhances the tang of a meat marinade, and jazzes up a hot dog. So let's think about
adding a few more splashes of bourbon to our meals.--Lexington Herald-LeaderA tribute to the
spirit of the South.--Wilmington Star-NewsSAVOR THE SOUTH--designed to give Dixie's most
time-honored ingredients their due.--Garden & GunKathleen does bourbon justice with insights
and attention to detail in the history and distilling process of this amber nectar. If you know a
bourbon drinker, make sure they have a copy.--Edible PiedmontPurvis provides a belly warming
small batch of whiskey facts about Kentucky's greatest export.--Tampa Tribune[The] recipes . . .
are clearly and concisely written and easy to follow.--AdvocateOut to dispel this awful
misconception that bourbon is only designed for pre or post dinner discussions. . . [Purvis] takes
bourbon from the bar into the kitchen.--Mobile Press-Register[Includes] tasty savory uses for
bourbon.--Charleston Post and CourierReviewA fitting toast to bourbon. This fresh, lively
collection of recipes is clearly written and undoubtedly delicious.--Ronni Lundy, author of Shuck
Beans, Stack Cakes and Honest Fried Chicken: The Heart and Soul of Southern Country
KitchensIt may be physically impossible to read this book and not immediately make a mad
dash to your home bar, neighborhood watering hole, or Kathleen Purvis's porch. She plain old
honors the native spirit of the South and is generous enough to share her expertise.--Kat
Kinsman, managing editor of CNN EatocracyKathleen Purvis's Bourbon is a supremely
engaging, lively exploration of the origins and practice of the South's most beloved spirit. It also
may be the most exhaustive cookbook on the subject ever published; Purvis has packed this
volume with so many great ideas for bringing bourbon's beguiling, smoke-and-caramel flavor to
the center of the plate (Bourbon Benedict, Bourbon-Glazed Salmon, Bourbon- Coffee Brulee)



that from now on we'll be keeping a copy on the bar and another in the kitchen!--Matt Lee and
Ted Lee, authors of The Lee Bros. Charleston KitchenFrom the Inside FlapDid you know that
bourbon must be made in America and aged for at least two years in new American oak barrels
that are charred on the inside? In this spirited little cookbook, Kathleen Purvis explores the
history, mythology, and culinary star power of this quintessential southern liquor. On the scene in
Kentucky, home to most bourbon makers, she reports on the science and love behind the
liquor's long, careful production. Featuring both classic and cutting-edge cocktails, the cookbook
ranges well beyond beverages to present bourbon as a distinct ingredient in appetizers, entrees,
side dishes, and desserts.About the AuthorKathleen Purvis is author of Pecans: A Savor the
South Cookbook and food editor of the Charlotte Observer. In addition, she is a member of the
Southern Foodways Alliance and the James Beard Foundation.From the Back CoverDid you
know that bourbon must be made in America and aged for at least two years in new American
oak barrels that are charred on the inside? In this spirited little cookbook, Kathleen Purvis
explores the history, mythology, and culinary star power of this quintessential southern liquor. On
the scene in Kentucky, home to most bourbon makers, she reports on the science and love
behind the liquor's long, careful production. Featuring both classic and cutting-edge cocktails,
the cookbook ranges well beyond beverages to present bourbon as a distinct ingredient in
appetizers, entrees, side dishes, and desserts. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more
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Kathleen Purvis (2013)Biscuits, by Belinda Ellis (2013)Tomatoes, by Miriam Rubin
(2013)Peaches, by Kelly Alexander (2013)Pecans, by Kathleen Purvis (2012)Buttermilk, by
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index.978-1-4696-1083-2 (cloth : alk. paper)1. Cooking (Whiskey) I. Title.TX726.P87
2013641.2'52—dc23 201300828317 16 15 14 13 5 4 3 2 1To my research assistant and
always amusinghusband, Wayne Hill, who makes sure I neverhave to rattle the ice in my glass
too hardContentsIntroductionThe Legend, Lore, and History of BourbonBourbon Cocktails and
Other Imbibe-ablesSmoked BourbonBacon BourbonOld-FashionedManhattanClassic Mint
JulepMint Julep TeaBourbon & BurnSazeracRhythm & SoulSeelbach CocktailWhiskey
SourJohn CollinsWestfield Road Bourbon SlushFrozen Mint JulepHot ToddyYes, Real
EggnogAppetizersBourbon–Chicken Liver PâtéBourbon DogsBourbon Pimento
CheeseBourbon Shrimp PasteBleu-Bourbon SpreadTipsy Jezebel SauceRebecca Sauce with
StrawberriesMain Dishes and SidesBourbon BenedictBourbon Chicken StroganoffBeer and
Bourbon Beef StewPork Tenderloin with Mango-Bourbon SauceBourbon-Ginger Grilled Pork
TenderloinBourbon-Glazed SalmonBourbon-Marinated Flank SteakSpicy Bourbon Chicken
ThighsHoney-Bourbon Chicken WingsBourbon Baked BeansBourbon-Glazed CarrotsBourbon-
Pecan Sweet PotatoesBourbon PeachesBourbon Barbecue SauceDesserts and Other Sweet
ThingsChocolate-Nut Bourbon BallsPecan Bourbon BallsOrange-Coconut Bourbon
BallsKentucky ColonelsSalted Bourbon CaramelsButter-Bourbon PuddingBourbon-Coffee
BrûléeBourbon-Butterscotch SauceBourbon-Pecan PieBourbon-Fudge PieEugene Walter’s
Coffee Break PieBourbon Cream ToppingOrange-Bourbon Bundt CakeSean Brock’s Bourbon-
Apple Stack CakeApple ButterLane CakeMaple-Bourbon Ice
CreamAcknowledgmentsIndexSIDEBARSSimple SyrupWhat Does It Mean?Cooking with
AlcoholWhich Whiskey Is Which?a SAVOR THE SOUTH®cookbookBourbonIntroductionThe
Legend, Lore, and History of BourbonRelax. Sit back. Put your feet up if you like.Now, pick up a
glass—a stubby rocks glass, a rounded snifter, even a wine glass if that’s all you’ve got. Pour in a
splash of bourbon about as deep as the width of two fingers.Take a gentle sip.Taste that? It’s
wood and vanilla, smoke and caramel. Maybe even a hint, the slightest echo, of the sweet corn
that started the journey leading to this brown liquid.Add a drop or two of water, maybe a couple
of cubes of ice. Notice how the bourbon opens up and tastes a little sweeter, how the flavors



begin to fill your mouth.Sip slowly, savor. And realize that what you’re tasting is uniquely
American and essentially southern. It’s a creation that has splashed all over the map of America,
but its origins are in the cornfields of Kentucky.Bourbon has come into its own these days. Cult
bourbons line liquor store shelves, and young chef/mixologists outdo themselves with ever-
edgier bourbon concoctions. It’s hard to believe there have been times when bourbon, America’s
greatest distilled creation, fell from favor.In the 1920s, Prohibition burned through the South’s
great distilleries, emptying warehouses and putting hundreds of bourbon makers out of
business. In 1919 alone, 52 Kentucky distilleries closed. Of 183 legal distilleries operating in that
state at the beginning of Prohibition, fewer than half still existed to reopen after the repeal of the
Volstead Act in 1933.The whiskey world had a few decades to recover, and then came a second
blow: the falling out of fashion of brown liquors like bourbon and Tennessee whiskey in the
1970s and 1980s. The vogue was to drink hipper alcohols, like vodkas with complicated names
that no one could spell or pronounce and tequilas that came with bragging rights and
mystique.Bourbon? That was passé, something your dad or your granddad drank in a highball
on a Saturday night.Those days are certainly gone. In the 2010s, bourbon has made a
triumphant return, a natural extension of the explosion of interest in locally grown foods and
American craft creations. Roam the bar scenes in New York and L.A. today and you’ll be hard-
pressed to find a bartender who can’t discuss classic bourbon cocktails that had almost
disappeared—old-fashioneds and manhattans, juleps and sours. Chefs brag about their
collections of rare bourbons that can run up to $60 for a single shot. Young hobbyists parse
every detail of wheated bourbons versus rye.With so many people enthused by bourbon, how
did I get the job of capturing its story and its essence as an ingredient in the kitchen? I’m
certainly a cocktail hobbyist myself, with an extensive collection of vintage books and bar gear
on display in my home. I can weigh in with my own opinions on perfect manhattans and exactly
how to muddle the mint in my personalized silver julep cup.I think what really qualifies me,
though, is perspective.When I got interested in the art of cocktails, bourbon was not quite back
in favor. As a newspaper copy editor in the early 1980s, I usually worked until late at night and
would come home when there was nothing on TV but old movies. I drank in Myrna Loy and
William Powell in The Thin Man, Katharine Hepburn and Cary Grant in The Philadelphia Story,
and Marilyn Monroe leaning out of her train berth with a manhattan in hand in Some Like It
Hot.While watching these movies and their Prohibition-era drinking culture, I became captivated
by the style and class of making a true cocktail. Putting together a cocktail was a craft, I realized,
something that took time and effort to master. These weren’t drinks you tossed back as fast as
you could to catch a buzz before closing time. They were about enjoying liquor and life in a
civilized way, by taking the time to sip and savor.Before long, my husband and I had gotten our
first silver-plated cocktail shaker—one of dozens that now grace our shelves—and we started
digging into battered bar books pilfered from our fathers’ collections.While we certainly shook up
plenty of martinis (gin, please) and daiquiris (never frozen), we tended to be drawn to bourbon
drinks. Maybe that’s because we’re both southern—Georgia for me, North Florida for Wayne—



and the drinks of our parents were highballs, whiskey sodas, and the lovely old-fashioned, with
its festive cherry and orange slice.Once we started to fill a liquor cabinet with a regular lineup of
bottles, I also began to notice the classic southern dishes that had a taste of bourbon, from
Christmas bourbon balls to the notorious Lane cake made famous in To Kill a Mockingbird.In
researching this book, I learned even more about cooking with bourbon—how to keep its flavor
from being overwhelmed by other flavors or dissipating from heat, how to play to its strengths as
a glaze or as a match for sweet and savory ingredients.My husband and I went to Kentucky to
see where bourbon started, and we went back through our collection of classic and historic
cocktails to choose the ones we thought every bourbon fan—beginner or established aficionado
—ought to try. We even came up with home-kitchen versions of a few of the edgier concoctions
that today’s mixologists are creating.Along the way, we developed a new respect for that old
brown liquor our dads knew. Bourbon isn’t just something to drink. It’s an artisan product that
takes years to create. It’s an American craft and a part of our history.We should all raise a glass
to that.Born in RockAs you cross the Tennessee border into Kentucky and head north on I-75,
the rocks rise up around you. Sheer, solid walls of rock, so high beside the road that it feels like
you’re driving past fortresses, ridged with natural striations and stained in colors from gray and
dun to steel and rust, even soft sage green.Even after you pass through the mountains and into
the rolling green hills of Kentucky’s horse country, from Lexington to Frankfort and west toward
Louisville, the rocks never disappear completely. Ridges push up through the grassy meadows
and out from the shoulder of any road. As my husband mused on one drive: “This state wasn’t
built. It was carved.”If you’re ever in Kentucky, take a good look at those rocks because they’re a
key component of the story of bourbon.The rock is limestone, and a huge shelf of it, called the
Cincinnati Arch by geologists, stretches for miles under this part of the world. Since it’s porous, it
provides natural filtration, creating pure water that’s free of iron and sulphur. Without this water,
early attempts to make bourbon would have ended up with a liquid that turned black and
smelled nasty.The limestone also contributes another benefit: As water trickles through the
limestone, it picks up minerals, particularly calcium, that help yeast work better in fermentation.
There’s so much calcium in the water table that it even fortifies the grass eaten by horses, giving
them stronger bones.Apparently, there’s a reason that bourbon and racehorses go together like
bourbon and mint.Bourbon: What It IsWhat makes bourbon bourbon? It isn’t place, exactly.
While an estimated 95 percent of the world’s bourbon is made in Kentucky, there’s no rule that
bourbon has to be made there.Congress declared bourbon an American spirit in 1964. A
substance can’t be called bourbon unless it meets these rules:It has to be made in America. You
can make bourbon in Illinois or California or Virginia, and if it meets the other criteria for bourbon,
it’s bourbon. But if you make a corn-based, distilled, aged whiskey in Scotland or Japan, you
can’t sell it in America as bourbon.It has to be made from corn, but you can combine the corn
with other grains. All bourbon contains barley, which helps the corn ferment, and either wheat or
rye (we’ll come back to the issue of rye). But the majority of the mix, at least 51 percent, has to
be corn. For most bourbons, the percentage of corn actually is much higher, usually around 75



percent.It has to be aged at least two years, although few bourbons are aged for such a short
time. If it’s labeled “straight” bourbon, it’s aged less than four years and has to have the age on
the label. Most bourbons are aged for at least four years, good ones are aged eight to ten years,
and the really good stuff is aged more than ten years—and priced accordingly. The legendary
Pappy Van Winkle line, made by Old Rip Van Winkle, includes a twenty-three-year-old bourbon
that sells for more than $200 a bottle and resells for much more—if you can even find a bottle.It
has to be aged in new barrels made from American oak that are charred—lightly burned—on the
inside. The long exposure to charred oak is what gives bourbon its characteristic color and
complex flavor. It goes into the barrel as a clear liquid with a harsh, distinctive flavor. It comes out
years later as a smooth-tasting brown liquor with hundreds of flavor notes, from vanilla to
caramel to smoke and beyond.It has to be distilled to no more than 160 proof, or 80 percent
alcohol by volume; put into the barrel at no more than 125 proof, or 62.5 percent alcohol; and
bottled at 80 proof or higher, or at least 40 percent alcohol.You can’t add any coloring or
flavoring to bourbon. To correct the proof, you have to use only water or other bourbon. Besides
“straight” bourbon, bottlers now also make single-barrel and small-batch bourbons, which
usually come from a group of no more than twelve barrels.So what’s the deal with rye? If it’s
made in America and has “rye whiskey” on the label, it has to be made from at least 51 percent
rye, along with corn and barley. Otherwise, it’s made the same as bourbon, often in the same
facility by the same distiller. (Canadian rye doesn’t have the same labeling standard and may not
have been made from rye at all.)Bourbons made with rye have a robust flavor with a spicy finish,
while wheated bourbons tend to be sweeter. Some rye fans think it makes better cocktails than
bourbon, although I think both have their place. It’s worth tasting a rye manhattan and a bourbon
manhattan side by side to see which one you like better.One more thing: What happens to all
those used bourbon barrels? They’re handmade from carefully chosen American oak, and they
don’t come cheap. But by law, they can’t be used again for another batch of bourbon. Instead,
they’re shipped all over the world to flavor other things—to Scotland for aging Scotch, to Ireland
for aging Irish whiskey, to the Caribbean for rum. They even go to Louisiana for aging Tabasco,
and some artisan food producers are using them to add flavor to things like beer and maple
syrup.From Still to BarrelIn our age of automation, it’s inspiring to visit a bourbon distillery and
see how much craft and nature are still involved in making this product. Bourbon truly is
handmade, and no computer app can replicate it.All bourbon starts with corn, barley, and rye or
wheat. The corn is mostly grown in Kentucky, while the barley comes from Minnesota and the
rye or wheat comes from Nebraska or other midwestern states.The grains are delivered to the
distillery and inspected to make sure they’re free of mold and excessive debris from the fields.
They’re also checked for moisture—too much and the grains might germinate and spoil the
mash. Farms that have contracts with distilleries are careful to deliver a good product, though: A
distillery contract can be lucrative, guaranteeing a steady price for your crop for generations.The
Barton 1792 Distillery in Bardstown, Kentucky, makes 180,000 gallons of corn mash every week
from mid-September through April, going through thirty acres of corn every twentyfour hours. If



you were a farmer, wouldn’t you want a slice of that business?Every distillery handles its grains
differently. Some combine different grains before they grind them; others grind and then mix
them. They all have top-secret yeast strains, too. Different yeasts and different ratios of corn to
barley can yield different flavors.The basic steps in creating whiskey from corn have been
around for centuries. First, you make a mash of corn, wet barley, yeast, and water. At many
distilleries, such as Woodford Reserve, Maker’s Mark, and Heaven Hill, the mash is still made in
big cypress vats that look like backyard hot tubs full of corn mush.The mash works quickly,
converting the corn’s starch into sugar so fast that the carbon dioxide it produces can drive
oxygen from the air if you don’t have good ventilation. When you look at the vats, they appear to
be boiling, with big bubbles slowly rising and popping, like corn-colored La Brea Tar Pits. But if
you stick a finger in the mash, it’s surprisingly cool with just a hint of warmth. What looks like
cooking is really fizzing, as the corn begins to ferment.If you taste the mash right after it starts
working, it’s very sweet, like creamed corn. By the end, usually three days later, it has lost that
sweetness and tastes like sour beer. At that point, it’s called distiller’s beer, among other
names.After the mash finishes working, it goes into one of two kinds of stills. There’s the pot still,
an ancient design that looks like a squatty acorn made of copper with a pipe coming out of the
top. Woodford Reserve still uses three pot stills, made in Scotland.Most distilleries, though, use
the column still, also called a continuous still. A tower that rises five or six stories, the column still
has a series of plates with holes inside. As the distiller’s beer is heated, the steam of water vapor
and alcohol rises. The plates catch the water, allowing the alcohol to continue rising to the top,
where it is captured and cooled, emerging as distilled alcohol.It helps to remember that stills
don’t create alcohol. They pull alcohol out of fermented mixtures and concentrate it by
separating it from water—a.k.a. distilling. Understand that principle, and you can make alcohol in
anything from a stack of tin cans to a copper pot in the woods.But the alcohol you get is still
pretty tough to drink. It’s clear with an intense, almost oily flavor. In bourbon-making, it’s called
white dog, but you used to find it all over the South under other names, like white lightning or
moonshine.So there’s one more step in the process: maturation or aging. How that’s done is
really what separates bourbon from every other kind of whiskey. The clear distilled alcohol goes
into one of those charred oak barrels and is sealed with a wooden plug called a bung. The bung
is usually made from poplar, the only wood besides oak that comes into contact with the
whiskey. Poplar is softer than oak, so when it’s time to open the barrel, a good whack with a
mallet will make it pop out.Then the barrels go into storage. But they aren’t just stacked up any
old place. The design and inner working of rickhouses—the warehouses that hold whiskey
barrels—are as fascinating as the design of sailing ships. They even look a little like ships’ holds
on the inside.Although rickhouses can be heated by steam, most of the climate control is
provided by the weather and the design of the building itself. A typical rickhouse is five or six
stories tall, with shuttered windows. The windows are opened and closed in a particular pattern
to control moisture, sort of in the way that a ship’s captain might regulate wind speed by raising
and lowering sails.One reason that an extensive tradition of making whiskey evolved in the



South instead of in New England or the Midwest is the region’s heat and humidity. Bourbon
aging speeds up in the summer and slows down in the winter, allowing for the long, slow
ripening in the barrels. At temperatures below 45 degrees, it goes dormant. Most distilleries only
make new whiskey from September to April since excessive heat complicates cooling the tanks.
Everything shuts down for the summer while the whiskey continues to age in the rickhouses as
the barrels expand and contract, drawing whiskey in and out of the pores of the wood.On the
outside, rickhouses may be brick, wood, or even metal. They often have a distinctive black stain
on the exterior of the lower floors. That’s distiller’s mold, which blackens everything from tree
trunks to cars anywhere near a still. (It used to be one way federal agents located illegal
moonshine stills.)Once you go inside, though, all rickhouses look the same. They’re cooler at the
bottom, while at the top, temperatures can rise as high as 130 degrees. This creates different
microclimates throughout each warehouse.Inside, filling every floor, wood timber frames hold
the big barrels. The barrels are rolled into place in precise patterns and are mapped to track the
conditions in different parts of the rickhouse, so barrels can be chosen from different areas to
make each batch.With 52 gallons of new whiskey inside, the barrels start out at 550 pounds.
They’re so heavy that rickhouses have to be watched carefully for any signs of tilting. Look
around and you’ll always find a plumb bob hanging somewhere, checked regularly by the
workers.The other thing that’s the same inside every rickhouse is the smell: a distinctive aroma
of wood and whiskey that’s called the angel’s share. That’s the smell of whiskey evaporating
through the pores of the wooden barrels, and it really is heavenly. Because water molecules are
smaller than alcohol molecules, what leaves the barrels is mostly water. That makes the alcohol
left behind stronger and more intense in flavor, while exposure to the charred wood inside gives
it color and more flavor.After whiskey goes into a new barrel, it loses 10–12 percent of its volume
in the first year as it soaks into the wood. After that, it loses a steady 3–4 percent a year to
evaporation. For a whiskey aged four years, that means you lose roughly a quarter of the barrel.
For a premium whiskey like Maker’s Mark, 52 gallons go in and 35–42 gallons come out. Imagine
a whiskey like the oldest Pappy Van Winkle: After twenty-three years, you get less than a quarter
of what went in.
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Marjorie A. Ormsby, “Like new...flawless and delivered timely for the holidays. Although the
description is for used, these books have very little, if any wear. Perhaps looked at as people
perused the book. I bought 6 to test out the seller, then 16 more and 10 more again for
Christmas gifts!  Thanks for getting to me so quickly!”

camille mraz, “Five Stars. Gave this as gifts and Nancy enjoyed reading and hopefully will make
some of the recipes.”

Aubrey J. Sharpton III, “Cooking with Bourbon for greatness!. Love this book and all from the
series. Great information in recipes and very easy to follow, well written by the culinary team
members involved with each book - and what could be better than a whole book to use
bourbon?!?”

W. Fogleman, “Four Stars. Lots of good background on bourbon as well as many tempting
recipes.  Can't wait to do some of them.”

Cathy Primack, “good recipes. Really good recipes”

Taylor Watson, “Yes!. Would definitely recommend! Great gift with a nice bottle of bourbon for
father’s day!”

"red", “Five Stars. he loved it, For Xmas”

Kim Voss, “Excellent Book About Bourbon. The book includes recipes for cocktails, appetizers,
main dishes and sides, and desserts. Interesting sidebars include "Cooking with Alcohol" and
"Which Whiskey is Which?" It is well written and researched. I highly recommend it. I am going to
try "Bacon Bourbon" and "Apple Butter" this week.”

CMD, “Very good. This is an interesting book. I would recommend this book to anyone who loves
bourbon and Southern American cooking and cuisine.”

Kathy, “Awesome book. Great book!  A little smaller than I thought but content is great!”

The book by Kathleen Purvis has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 38 people have provided feedback.
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